Technical Datasheet

DUROSTICK TEAK OIL
Natural oil with wax for the protection & maintenance of wood

PROPERTIES
Natural oil that contains wax, natural and synthetic resins, and UV filters. Its periodic use preserves, revitalizes, and offers vitality and shine,
highlighting the natural appearance of wood and
upgrading its aesthetics. It protects wood from
moisture, salt, and solar radiation. It is colorless,
and allows for the breathability of wood since it
does not form a surface skin.

thoroughly remove all the dust. If the wood surfaces are soiled from oils, salts etc. it is highly
recommended to clean them first with WOOD
CLEANER of DUROSTICK. Rinse thoroughly
with plenty of water and let them dry. The cleaning process will remove the ‘annoying’ accumulated stains and restores to the wood surfaces
their natural color.

APPLICATIONS
TEAK OIL is suitable for the effective maintenance of balcony and garden furniture, boat
decks, as well as all boat parts that are soaked
with water that are made of wood. Apply it on
hard woods and wood such as teak, mahogany,
iroko, and any other bare wood, indoors and out.

2. Application
Shake well TEAK OIL before use and make sure
all wood surfaces are completely dry. Apply 1-2
coats of the product undiluted. It is necessary to
allow 5-8 hours between coats (or once the first
coat is thoroughly dry), to achieve proper protection of the wood surfaces. Five to ten minutes after the application of each coat, use a dry, soft
(cotton) cloth to remove any excess material.

USE
1. Surface preparation
Remove all existing paints and varnishes with
sandpaper #80. Continue by fine-sanding the
surface with a larger number sandpaper and

CLEANING
Clean all tools with THINNER 101 of DUROSTICK or white spirit immediately after use.

The technical specifications and directions of use contained in this technical brochure are the results of the knowledge and experience of the company's
research and development department, as well as from the real-life applications of the product. The recommendations and suggestions regarding the use of
the products are made without guarantee since the respective conditions during their application are beyond the control of the company. For this reason, it is
the user's responsibility to make sure that the product is suitable for the intended application as well as the application conditions of the project.
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PERFORMANCE
Approximately 10-13m²/lt per coat, depending
on the absorbency of wood.
STORAGE
Store in shaded places away from any heat
source, for at least 24 months from production
date.
SAFETY DIRECTIONS
The product is classified as harmful and flammable. It is recommended to keep away from the
reach of children and apply it in well ventilated
areas. Before use, refer to the cautions on the
product label or the Material Safety Data Sheet.
PACKAGING
• Carton box with 12 pcs of 750ml each one
• Carton box with 4 pcs of 2.5lt each one
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Form - Color

Oily liquid - Semi
transparent

Density

0.80±0.05kg/lt

Application temperature

From +5°C to +35°C

Odor

Light odor, odorless when
dry

V.O.C. (Volatile Organic Compounds)):Limit value of maximum V.O.C. content per EC (Directive 2004/42/EC) for the
particular product (Class A/f: ‘Interior and exterior minimal
build woodstains’ Type SB): 700gr/lt (2010). The ready to
use product contains maximum 560gr/lt V.O.C.
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